
SLIDE 1. TITLE 
 

ARE WE PREPARED FOR WINNING STRATEGIES? 

 

 (1) Do we know how to grow in our business? (moving from architecture projects to developing the initiation of projects) 
and; 

(2) Do we know how to satisfy our clients? (services leadership, internationalization and broadening architectural 
services, developing winning strategies?) 

 

Architects in Europe are facing a difficult time, it has been common for the architect to assume leadership of multi-

disciplinary teams in building design, urban space and planning projects.  Today, the architectural profession 

complements design project services with other services like site supervision and management, construction consulting 

services and real estate consulting amongst others, areas to which the architectural profession has already proved itself 

to be more than equal. 

 

SLIDE 2. FLW WITH STUDENTS 

 

The formative years of an architect are focused on understanding the act of design as the tool for developing a design 

project.  Students are trained for five years in a process of integrating specialised knowledge into the body of a single 

object, ultimately a building. The traineeship that stemmed from a Beaux Arts training prevalent in the 1900s, has 

changed over the last decades into a more specialised one, due to the growing number of technical courses that are 

offered as complementary subjects to the central design studio course common to almost all the schools of architecture in 

Europe. 

 

SLIDE 3. STUDENT’S MODEL 

 

The common factor among the schools is the recognition given to the importance of the design studio as an 

experimentation laboratory where the integration of knowledge allows future architects to gain a view of a building as a 

complex system and a multi-complex 3D space entailing all building systems. 

 

SLIDE 4. STUDENT’S ANALYSIS 

 

This synthetic view is essential for today’s site supervision.  It is also essential for putting together any project that 

involves managing and scheduling the various stakeholders in a construction process or a real-estate development 



project. In having this integrated view, the architect adopts the perspective where s/he is a key player in every strategic 

move, and every objective detailed plan and/or project that involves conceiving and changing our urban or natural 

environment. 

 

SLIDE 5. CRYSTAL PALACE 

 

But the architect is not acting alone.  Specialists and consultants are part of the process but also other experts such as 

environmentalists, economists, lawyers, etc. These teams are constituted by a myriad of different specialists, experts and 

consultants, aware of the fact that the one who can guarantee an overall view of the whole process, or of the object of 

conception, is indeed the architect. 

 

SLIDE 6. STUDENT’S PROJECT 

 

This is the first step to affirming our profession in the newly emerging market for project services as well as in the building 

industry and in physical planning. Architects are being educated to be in charge of design project teams but also to be 

able to take charge of site supervision as well as managing, consulting and advising for real estate, land development and 

planning and any other management activity to do with changing and conceiving our built environment. 

 

SLIDE 7. EXPO’98 SITE 

 

The second step implies recognising and enhancing the importance and presence of the other professions involved in 

these processes. Of course this means our brother and sister engineers, but not only them. As I mentioned before, many 

experts are joining our realm of activities and we have to encourage them to enter in order to make their contribution. 

 

SLIDE 8. LE CORBUSIER 

 

The third step is looking for opportunities and taking action from the initiation phase.  In today’s world, Clients tend not to 

exist.  They do not come to us.  We have to go to them and identify their needs.  We have to call their attention to new 

problem-solving that is not necessarily apparent or visible. This identifying descriptive work calls for an investment of 

specialised, professional work prior to the establishment of any agreement or commissionable contract.  So we have to 

establish bridges, draw up cooperation agreements, start from zero and create clusters of specific projects that are 

flexible and adaptable to the financial context to our changing cities and natural spaces. 



 

SLIDE 9. LISBON’S VIEW 

 

Urban renewal can be a specific example of this need, there is no money to spend, so the foundations of a good urban 

renewal project reside in the possibility of renewing not only the buildings and structures where the transformation is 

visible, but also in questioning how the operation contributes to enhancing the urban space and the local community.  

What we are talking about here is the need to develop a more conscious attitude when dealing with the built environment, 

understanding as a contribution to the local community. 

 

SLIDE 10. CHARRETTE IN ÉVORA 

 

Have we gone back to the utopias of the post-war era? I do not think so, but surely we are retrieving some of its spirit. 

Today we do not have a utopia to aspire to but rather heterotopias “to be inspired upon”. And this is not only valid for 

urban renewal, but, it is also valid for constructing the land and the natural environment as a new realm of design. It also 

applies to emerging architecture as a future possibility of continuous change and reformulation of our urban and natural 

spaces. 

 

SLIDE 11. SIGNAGE 

 

This new package of worries and possibilities involves new commitments and responsibilities.  Problem-solving is 

changing and with it, our methods of work and association have to change as well. Each professional’s Chamber has its 

own codes of conduct and ethics.. We might have to review such codes in the light of these new realities; as we form new 

relationships among our professions. 

 

SLIDE 12. CO-OPS 

 

And for this to come true effectively and genuinely, we should look at and start from our corporative organisations. In the 

Architects' Council of Europe, architects are lobbying for their interests through helping to shape European Directives that 

impact on the profession, namely the Public Procurement, Qualifications and Services Directives. 

 

SLIDE 13. MAP OF EUROPE 



 

However, while considering that the Directives are important documents for regulating and attaining a balance in the 

professional markets in the European Community, the fact is that the way they serve some European countries diverges 

from the way they serve others. This imbalance does not favour the performance of some countries’ economies in 

Europe. For instance, flexibility in the Public Procurement Directive tends to jeopardize countries like Portugal, where 

public procurement represents 70% of the commissioned-design project services. 

 

SLIDE 14. EUROPEAN SUMMIT 

 

What I am saying here is that we have to act on the more institutional platforms in a way that complements our daily 

professional activity.  From the single professional attitude to the most institutional form of governance, the demand is that 

we all take a step forward in search of our clients. 

 

SLIDE 15. “DAR SANGUE” 

 

And that may be transferred to a more international “search for a client” activity. Internationalising the European Architect 

to extend far beyond the borders of Europe is not easy. There is a difference between the intergalactic architects, who 

have their own ways of accessing international jobs and representing only a tiny percentage of the professional offices, 

and the rest of us. The rest of us are constrained by work permits, professional recognition and most importantly, our 

scale of operation and office size. 

 

SLIDE 16. LUMBO 

 

With internationalisation reaching out to the newly emerging markets, like Brazil, China and the Far East, and South 

America, the African countries, India and the Middle East, the size of commissions that include the main urban and 

territorial infrastructures, has grown considerably.  However, if we are organised in clusters dealing with matters that can 

give these emerging countries and other international clients the objective, specialized answers they want, we might have 

a chance of penetrating other markets as international office clusters from Europe. 

 

SLIDE 17. SCHOOL 

 



Portugal has potential relations with its former colonies just as Italy has, and the same is applicable to England, France, 

Belgium, Holland and Spain. Internationalisation does not necessarily mean changing our destiny but it most certainly 

means changing the paradigm.  In fact, what we need to do is to search for the Client, once again knowing that the client 

is there. The client himself does not know that he is a Client and we do not yet know what the exact project is that we are 

trying to sell. 

 

Pedro Belo Ravara, architect 
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